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extradite [ EK-struh’-dahyt ] 

[ noun ] 

 

MEANING : 

 

the surrender of a criminal or a fugitive from one country or authority to another 

 

bludgeon [ BLUHJ-uh’ n ] 

[ noun, transitive verb ] 

 

MEANING : 

1. (n.) a club that is used as a weapon and whose one side is more loaded than the other 

2. (tr.v.) to attack, hit or strike someone 

3. (tr.v.) to coerce, bully or force someone into something 

 

celerity [ suh’-LER-i-tee ] 

[ noun ] 

 

MEANING : 

speed or swiftness 

 

yore [ yawr, yohr] 

[ noun] 



 

MEANING : 

time past or long ago 

 

supersede [ soo-per-SEED] 

[ transitive verb ] 

 

MEANING : 

1. to replace something inferior 

2. to set aside or displace 
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soporific [ sop-uh’-RIF-ik, soh-puh’- ] 

[ noun, adjective ] 

 

MEANING : 

 

1. (adj.) causing or tending to cause sleep 

2. (adj.) of or pertaining to sleep or drowsiness 



3. (n.) something that causes sleep 

 

bric-a-brac [ BRIK-uh’-brak ] 

[ noun  ] 

 

MEANING : 

an assortment of small articles collected chiefly for decoration or sentimental value 

 

dissimulate [ di-SIM-yuh’-leyt  ] 

[ intransitive verb, transitive verb ] 

 

MEANING : 

1. (tr.v.) to conceal, disguise or hide one’s true motives or feelings by using a false appearance 

2. (intr.v.) to dissemble or conceal one’s true motives by means of a pretence or disguise 

 

scarify [ SKAR-uh’-fahy ] 

[ noun] 

 

MEANING : 

1. to make superficial or shallow incisions or cuts 

2. to lacerate or criticise severely 

 

trough [ trawf ] 

[ noun ] 

 



MEANING : 

1. an open boxlike receptacle used chiefly to hold water or food for animals 

2. the lowest point in an economic cycle 

3. a conduit or channel for conveying water 

4. a long depression between two consecutive ridges or waves 
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benign [ bi-NAHYN ] 

[ adjective ] 

 

MEANING : 

1. of a mild, gentle disposition 

2. characterised by gentleness or kindness 

3. favourable 

4. harmless; non-malignant 

 

expropriate [ eks-proh-pree-eyt ] 

[ transitive verb  ] 



 

MEANING : 

1. to deprive or take away from someone his possessions or ownership rights 

2. to take something from someone else for one’s own use 

 

collate [ kuh’-LEYT, koh-, ko-, KOH-leyt, KOL-eyt ] 

[ transitive verb ] 

 

MEANING : 

1. to collect, arrange in an order and then examine carefully in order to integrate 

2. to appoint or admit (a cleric or clergyman) to a benefice 

3. to examine the presence of all pages before printing 

 

truce [ troos  ] 

[ adjective ] 

 

MEANING : 

1. a cease-fire 

2. a peace treaty 

 

harry [ HAR-ee ] 

[ intransitive verb, transitive verb ] 

 

MEANING : 

1. (tr. v.) to harass or annoy 



2. (tr. v.) to worry about 

3. (tr. v.) to ravage or wreak havoc on by repeated attacks 

4. (intr. v.) to make harassing incursions 
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bcorpulent [ KAWR-pyuh’-luh’ nt ] 

[ adjective ] 

 

MEANING : 

fat; stout; having a large bulky body 

 

asperity [ uh’-SPER-i-tee ] 

[ noun ] 

 

MEANING : 

1. ruggedness, harshness or roughness 

2. difficulty, rigor or hardship 

3. rudeness or acrimony 



 

wrest [ rest ] 

[ noun, transitive verb ] 

 

MEANING : 

1. (tr.v.) to twist, jerk or force violently 

2. (tr.v.) to forcefully usurp or take away 

3. (tr.v.) to twist or distort one’s meaning 

4. (n.) a twist or wrench 

5. (n.) (archaic) a small key that is used to wrench pins of a stringed instrument 

 

transgress [ trans-GRES ] 

[  intransitive verb, transitive verb ] 

 

MEANING : 

1. (tr. v.) to break the law 

2. (tr. v.) to exceed a limit or boundary 

3. (intr. v.) to commit a sin 

 

unerringly [ uhn-UR-ing-lie ] 

[ adverb ] 

 

MEANING : 

1. without making mistakes 
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beatific [ bee-uh’-Tif-ik ] 

[ adjective ] 

 

MEANING : 

1. bestowing or imparting bliss or blessings 

2. having a saintly or blissful appearance 

 

cavalcade [ kav-uh’ l-KEYD, KAV-uh’ l-keyd ] 

[ noun ] 

 

MEANING : 

1. a procession esp. one that involves horsemen and riders 

2. a sequence, succession or series of noteworthy events or activities 

 

waylay [ WEY-ley, wey-LEY ] 

[  transitive verb ] 

 



MEANING : 

1. to lie in wait for and attack from ambush 

2. to intercept or accost unexpectedly 

 

subpoena [ suh’-PEE-nuh’ ] 

[  noun, verb ] 

 

MEANING : 

1. (n.) the court order summoning a witness to appear or for the presenting of documents in 

evidence 

2. (v.) the issuing of a court order 

 

throttle [ THROT-l ] 

[ noun, transiive verb] 

 

MEANING : 

1. (n.) a lever for controlling or manipulating a throttle valve 

2. (n.) a valve that regulates the flow of fuel to the engine 

3. (n.) the windpipe or throat 

4. (tr. v.) to regulate the flow of fuel 

5. (tr. v.) to regulate the speed of 

6. (tr. v.) to choke or strangle 
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braggadocio [ brag-uh’-DOH-shee-oh ] 

[ noun ] 

 

MEANING : 

1. empty boasting; bragging 

2. a person who boasts; braggart 

 

declivity [ di-KLIV-i-tee] 

[ noun ] 

 

MEANING : 

a slope or inclination showing a downward trend 

 

vouchsafe [ vouch-SEYF ] 

[ intransitive verb, transitive verb ] 

 

MEANING : 

1. (tr.v.) to deign or condescend to bestow favour 

2. (tr.v.) to permit or allow 

3. (intr.v.) to deign or condescend 



 

trifling [ TRAHY-fling ] 

[ inoun, adjective ] 

 

MEANING : 

1. (adj.) having only a very little importance 

2. (adj.) of small value or quantity 

3. (n.) conduct which is frivolous 

 

discombobulated [ dis-kuh’m-BOB-yuh’-ley-tid ] 

[  transitive verb ] 

 

MEANING : 

1. (tr. v.) to discompose 

2. (tr. v.) to confuse or frustrate 

3. (tr. v.) to disconcert 
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viscid [ VIS-id ] 



[ adjective ] 

 

MEANING : 

1. viscous, sticky or adhesive 

2. (Botany) covered with a sticky substance 

 

acclaimed [ uh’-KLEYM ] 

[ adjective ] 

 

MEANING : 

celebrated, acknowledged, renowned or praised 

 

supine [ adj. soo-PAHYN; n. SOO-pahyn ] 

[ noun, adjective ] 

 

MEANING : 

1. (adj.) lying on the back or lying face up 

2. (adj.) inactive 

3. (n.) the simple infinitive when a verb is preceded by to 

 

transitory [ TRAN-si-tawr-ee, -tohr-ee, -zi- ] 

[ adjective ] 

 

MEANING : 

1. lasting for a short while 



2. fleeting or passing 

 

barefaced [ BAIR-feyst ] 

[  adjective ] 

 

MEANING : 

1. with the face uncovered or without disguise or concealment 

2. shameless 

3. brazen or boldly open 
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palaver [ puh’-LAV-er, LAH-ver ] 

[ noun, verb ] 

 

MEANING : 

1. (n.) a long negotiation between enemies or esp. one between primitive tribes and european 

traders 

2. (n.) long idle talk or chatter 

3. (v.) to parley or negotiate 

4. (v.) to talk idly or profusely 

5. (v.) to coax or flatter 



 

expiate [ EK-spee-eyt ] 

[ verb ] 

 

MEANING : 

to amend one’s mistakes; to atone or extinguish the guilt incurred 

 

assay [ v. a-SEY; n. AS-ey, a-SEY ] 

[ noun, intransitive verb, transitive verb ] 

 

MEANING : 

1. (tr.v.) to examine, assess or analyse 

2. (intr.v.) to be shown or displayed after conduction of an analysis 

3. (n.) an assessment or examination or a report of such an analysis 

 

capsize [ KAP-sahyz, kap-SAHYZ ] 

[ intransitive verb, transitive verb ] 

 

MEANING : 

1. (tr. v. & intr. v.) to overturn or turn bottom up or to cause to overturn 

 

disarray [ DIS-uh’-rey ] 

[ noun, transitive verb ] 

 

MEANING : 



1. (tr. v.) to throw into disorder or confusion 

2. (tr. v.) to upset or lack order 

3. (tr. v.) to undress 

4. (n.) the state of confusion or chaos 
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lurid [ LOO’ R-id ] 

[ noun, verb ] 

 

MEANING : 

1. marked by sensationalism 

2. glowing or shining in colour 

3. having an unnatural glare 

4. livid or pallid 

 

carp [ kahrp ] 

[ noun, transitive verb ] 

 

MEANING : 



1. (tr.v.) to unreasonably criticize or complain 

2. (n.) an irritable, peevish or fretful complaint 

3. (n.) an Asian fresh-water fish that is often bred for food 

 

circumscribe [ SUR-kuh’ m-skrahyb, sur-kuh’ m-SKRAHYB ] 

[ transitive verb ] 

 

MEANING : 

1. to confine, constrict or limit carefully 

2. to encompass or encircle 

3. to define, mark or set the limits of something 

 

sedulous [ SEJ-uh’-luh’ s ] 

[ adjective ] 

 

MEANING : 

1. assiduous, diligent or hardworking 

2. cautiously or persistently maintained 

 

trickle [ TRIK-uh’l  ] 

[ intransitive verb, transitive verb ] 

 

MEANING : 

1. (intr. v.) to flow very slowly 

2.(intr. v.) to pass very slowly 



3. (tr. v.) to cause to flow slowly 

4. (n.) the condition of flowing slowly 
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titular [ TICH-uh’-ler, TIT-yuh’- ] 

[  noun, adjective ] 

 

MEANING : 

1. (adj.) of, pertaining to or having a title 

2. (adj.) nominal or existing only in title 

3. (n.) one bearing or holding a title 

 

tribunal [ trahy-BYOON-l, tri ] 

[ noun ] 

 

MEANING : 

1. a court of law or justice 

2. one that determines or judges 



3. a position or seat of judgement 

 

submerge [ suh’b-MURJ ] 

[ intransitive verb, transitive verb  ] 

 

MEANING : 

1. (tr. v.) to place below the surface of the water 

2. (tr. v.) to be under water 

3. (tr. v.) to hide from view 

4. (intr. v.) to go below the surface as if underwater 

 

temperance [ TEM-per-uh’ns, TEM-pruh’ns ] 

[ noun ] 

 

MEANING : 

1. self-control or restraint 

2. complete abstinence from alcohol 

 

nib [ nib  ] 

[ noun ] 

 

MEANING : 

1. the point of a pen 

2. anything that forms a point or tip 
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exacerbate [ ig-ZAS-er-beyt, ek-SAS-] 

[  verb ] 

 

MEANING : 

aggravate; increase intensity, bitterness or violence 

 

burlesque [ ber-LESK ] 

[ noun, verb ] 

 

MEANING : 

1. (n.) a dramatic or literary work that tries to mock or ridicule through grotesque comical 

exaggeration 

2. (n.) a grotesque theatrical entertainment which features obscene songs, slapstick humour, 

and sometimes striptease 

3. (v.) to imitate or mock in humorous way 

 

bolster [ BHOL-ster ] 

[ noun, transitive verb  ] 



 

MEANING : 

1. (n.) a pillow or a cushion 

2. (n.) a pad or something used as a support 

3. (tr.v.) to support, uphold or prop up 

4. (tr.v.) to hearten or cheer up 

 

stupor [ STOO-per, STYOO-  ] 

[ noun ] 

 

MEANING : 

1. a state when sensibility has been suspended or greatly diminished 

2. stupefaction, lethargy, daze or apathy 

 

ludicrous [ LOO-di-kruh’s  ] 

[ adjective ] 

 

MEANING : 

1. laughable because of absurdity 

2. hilarious because of being ridiculous 

3. provoking or deserving derision 
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carnal [ KAHR-nl ] 

[  adj] 

 

MEANING : 

1. sensual, bodily or of the flesh 

2. worldly or corporeal 

 

dross [ draws, dros ] 

[ noun ] 

 

MEANING : 

1. rubbish, waste matter or impurity 

2. a trivial, inferior or insignificant matter 

3. (metallurgy) the scum that forms on the surface of molten metal during the process of 

oxidation 

 

tarry [ TAR-ee ] 

[ noun, intransitive verb, transitive verb  ] 

 

MEANING : 

1. (intr.v.) to loiter, linger or wait 



2. (intr.v.) to stay, sojourn or 

3. (tr.v.) (archaic) to await 

4. (n.) a stay or sojourn 

 

winnow [ WIN-oh ] 

[ noun, intransitive verb, transitive verb ] 

 

MEANING : 

1. . (tr.v.) to separate the grain from the chaff by means of a current of air 

2. (tr.v.) to rid or free grain of unwanted or inferior elements 

3. (tr.v.) to fan or blow on 

4. (intr.v.) to sift grain from chaff by fanning 

5. (n.) the machine or device used to sift grain from chaff 

 

tenacity [ tuh’-NAS-i-tee  ] 

[ noun ] 

 

MEANING : 

1. the quality of being persistent 

2. perseverance 

 

 

 



 


